
Parcours géocaching « Découverte du patrimoine de Thorenc » 

 
How to play: 

Geocaching is an outdoor recreational activity in which participants use a Global Positioning System 
(GPS). 
Geocaching makes it possible to visit places thanks to North and East Coordinates. 
The Google Maps application is one of the tools that allow visitors to advance on a course by 
integrating the provided North and East coordinates. And discover the course more often by solving 
riddles. 
The visitor will be able to observe the various heritages which he will progressively discover. 
The course often ends by the search and the discovery of a small waterproof and resistant container, 
including a register of visits named “logbook” and sometimes one or more “treasures”..... 
 

Entering North and East Coordinates in Google Maps. 

With the Google Maps Application to start your course, you will enter a latitude (North) and a 
longitude (East) in degrees (°)  and minutes (‘), in the menu bar “ enter your search”. 
The first coordinates will always be given to you; some riddles will help you to find the following 
coordinates of the next steps. 
 
For example to enter : N 43 48.314 et E 006 48.269, you must be careful  to respect the spaces, the 
points, the comma, or (if we expressly indicate) 
43space48point314commaspace06space48point269 
Then start the search. Click on “itinerary” then “start” to start your course. 
 
The practice of geocaching is under the responsability and common sens of everyone and hiking in 
nature needs to have the necessary equipement and the usual protections. 
Discretion is a basic principle of geocaching practice. 

 

It’s your turn :  

Car park N43 47.928 E006 43.953 

 

Etape 1 : Go to N 43 48.314 et E 006 48.269  

 
Overlooking 3 firs, you will find a golden animal, that will lead you to the next stage. What is it? 
-An eagle : N 43 48.367 et E006 48.367 
-A baor : N 43 48 290 et E006 48.360 
 
Enjoy it to raise the number of towers overhanging the animal and keep this key figure 
 

Etape 2 :  

Raise the initials written on the cross of war to continue your path. : 

RF = N43 48.385 et E006 48.533 

AT= N43 48.281 E006 48.348  

 

 



Etape 3 :  

PARIS will give you the missing X North coordinations, follow the Promenade des Tilleuls and Ra 
Esmonet, to get the next stage : N 43 48.(X-546) E 006 48.308. 
On the way, at N43 48.360 et E006 48.409 observe the work of the bees. 
 
 
Etape 4 :  

 
Find the good  answer : 
-2 squirrels, a snake from mythology, a doe, a deer, 2 bisons N 43 48.291 et E 006 48.276  
-2 squirrels, a wolf, a doe, a deer, 1 bison N43 48.362 et E006 48.360 
-1 squirrel, a wolf, a snake from mythology, a doe, a deer, 1 bison N 43 48.316 et E 006 48.296 
 
Etape 5 :  
 
Year X will allow you to move foward : N 43 48.298 et E006 48. (X-1638)  
 
Code number : how many inhabitants of Thorenc a tribute was paid to? 
 
Etape 6 :  

 
You will meet 2 characters who will lead you to the final hidden object: what game do they play? 
- Roulette : N 43 48.311 E 006 48.262 
- Tarot : N43 48.351 et E006 48.358 
Before leaving, watch the church clock and note the number indicated by the big hand. 
 

Etape 7 : Final Location 
 
 Using the key figures, you can fill in your log 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  
 

 


